CAI Industries
CAI Industries is a full-service OEM manufacturer of new mining machinery comprising shuttle cars,
scoops, diesel and battery transport vehicles, diesel tow tractors, as well as longwall AFC
components including crawler mounted tailpieces, crushers, stageloaders, head drives, and tail
drives. Also offered are service buckets for battery powered scoops. In addition, CAI specializes in
complete rebuild and modernization of continuous miners, shuttle cars, battery and diesel coal
haulers, battery powered scoops, longwall shield haulers, crawler mounted tail pieces, stageloaders,
crushers and other AFC components.
The staff of CAI Industries collectively represents hundreds of years of mining and rebuild experience.
The two plants are centrally located to the mining industry in the eastern United States. CAI's West
Frankfort, IL facility specializes in building diesel battery transport vehicles and diesel tow tractors, as
well as built-to-order new longwall AFC components. The West Frankfort plant also provides
complete rebuild and upgrading services for continuous miners and other popular room and pillar as
well as longwall machines.
CAI's Hico, WV manufacturing facility produces the full range of Model 4880 battery powered scoops
and Model 2064 line of shuttle cars in addition to a complete rebuild and modernization program for
shuttle cars and scoops including new frame options and electrical upgrades.
Six-month warranties are included on new equipment with staff field-service and parts-service and
support provided through sister company Gauley Robertson's network of field warehouses across the
U.S. and around the world. Sales and service are handled by strategically located representatives.
CAl Industries personnel spend much time in the mines underground in order to engineer, design and
build custom equipment to customer's exact requirements.

CAI Industries Contacts
Chuck Lilly, President and COO, chuck@gauleyrobertson.com
Larry Whitlock, Materials Manager, larry.cai@bongroup.com
Faron Kelley, Field Service Manager, faron.cai@bongroup.com
Randy Riddle, Eastern General Manager, randy.cai@bongroup.com
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CAI Stageloader Crusher

